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"In hindsight, the Fed should have moved earlier.” – Jerome Powell, March 16

Introduction: The Fed’s Narrow Path to a Soft Landing
1. The Fed’s Newly Hawkish Tone: Keeps Inflation Expectations From Moving Even Higher
a) S-T inflation outlook: Four buckets – Wages, housing, energy & supply constraints
•
Which will respond to 300 bps of tightening?
b) M-T reflationary outlook: 3Ds – Deglobalization, demographics & decarbonization,
c) Short & shallow recession: > 50% by end-2023, but don’t foam the runway just yet
2. The Ukraine War: Medium-Term Implications
a) Globalization’s 4th dagger: Slower growth, higher inflation, lower margins
b) New era for Europe: Spending on defense, energy & tech to rise dramatically
c) Energy & national security: Twin tracks – S-T boost for fossil fuels, L-T boom for green tech
3. Greenflation: The Energy Transition Will Prove Inflationary
a) Energy capex: To more than double by 2030
b) Demand for green metals is soaring: Prices are multiples higher
c) Transition from brown to green energy: A messy handoff
•
Expect periodic supply shortages & even more volatile energy prices
4. Equity Market Outlook: The End of Multiple Expansion
a) Fat & flat returns: As markets digest Fed hikes and recession risks
b) Market valuations are fair: Key risks
•
Interest rates: Break even higher
•
FCF growth disappoints: Consensus 8% in 2022, 5% in 2023
•
With higher rates, something usually breaks: Crypto, SPACs, negative FCF tech, …
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Immaculate Disinflation: How Credible are the Fed’s Projections?
Consensus inflation glide path: Too optimistic
There is a wide range of
plausible inflation outcomes

Source: Bloomberg, NBER

"I think it appropriate to label current Fed policy
"immaculate disinflation." Over 2022-23, they
expect inflation to fall from 5.8% to 2.7% while
GDP growth is above trend, unemployment is
below the long-run level, and the policy rate
averages below the long-run neutral level."
– Gabriel Chodorow-Reich, Harvard

Inflationary pressures: Now widespread

Core goods inflation
• 4 σ above trend (0% yoy)
o Reflecting demand surge
o And supply-chain constraints
Core services prices
• Also 4 σ above trend (3% yoy)
• Closely associated with wage pressures
o More persistent than goods inflation
Source: Bloomberg, NBER
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Fed’s Newly Hawkish Tone: Keeps Inflation Expectations From Moving Even Higher
Implied break-even inflation rates (%)

Finally, back to target

Inflation expected to remain above target
well into 2024
• 1Y BE: Has risen over 2 ppts ytd
o Others roughly unchanged
We’re at the stage of the cycle now where
“good news is bad news”
• As it compels even tighter policy

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners

Fed is behind the curve:
By the most since the Carter presidency
Fed concedes it should have
commenced hiking 1 year ago

100 bps of Fed hiking
• Reduces GDP growth by ~ 100 bps

Source: Bloomberg, FRB
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“The growth rate of wages is what ultimately is determining inflation over time" – Larry Summers, March 29

S-T Inflation Drivers: Wages, Rents, Energy, Supply-Chains
Lowest quartile wage growth: Highest since 1999
Robust wage growth
• Especially for lower income groups
• And younger workers (16-24 years)

Source: Bloomberg, BLS, Atlanta Fed, NBER

Real personal disposable income:
Negative for seven consecutive months

Fed’s prime directive
• Prevent wage & price inflation from
becoming imbedded into expectations
• Wage growth needs to moderate
o Will mostly hurt low-income workers
o Their disposable income already
getting hit by inflation
Source: Bloomberg, NBER, Epoch Investment Partners
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Bucket #2: Rents to Add 50 bps to Core PCE by end-2022
Rents: Big weight in inflation metrics
Shelter weight
• CPI: 32% (40% for core)
• PCE: 16% (18% core)

Source: Bloomberg, BLS, NBER. Dotted line represents forecasts from "Residential
inflation: The rise in the pipeline," by Larry Summers et al, March 2022

Upward pressure on rents
• Rental market: Tightest since the 1980s
• Case-Shiller home price index: 19% yoy
• House prices to rent: Record high
• Inventory: Near record low

Mortgage rates: Soaring

Housing is the business cycle?
• Higher mortgage rates: Hurt affordability
for first time homebuyers
• Fed’s actions: Dampen rents with a long
and variable lag

Source: Bloomberg, NBER, Empirical Research
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Bucket #3: Tight Energy Market
Higher oil price: Due to supply shock
Log changes, %

Source: NY Fed

Decomposing energy prices
• Recent rise entirely due to supply-side
factors
• Changes in demand: Negligible
• Fed can only impact energy prices by
quashing demand

Ukraine war hits commodity prices
Nickel is up 60% ytd

Energy and security
• Paying insufficient attention to energy
security made Europe vulnerable
• When will energy markets normalize?

Source: Bloomberg, NBER
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The Fog of War: How Long Will the Commodity Supply Shock Last?
The duration of wars (%): 60% last < 6M
37%

23%

14%

13%
8%

5%

Sanctions: Will they ever be revoked?
• Only 10-30% of sanction programs are
effective in achieving stated aims
o The narrower the objective, the
greater likelihood of success
• America currently has sanctions on N
Korea (since 1950), Cuba (1958), Iran
(1979), Syria (1986), …
o Treasury website lists 37 active
sanctions programs

Source: "The Duration of Interstate Wars, 1816-1985," by D. Bennett, et al, in American
Political Science Review, 1996

Select events: Modest impact on SPX
(same generally true for commodities)

Source: Bloomberg
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Bucket #4: Supply-Chain Constraints
Global supply chains: Healing, but only slowly
Why taking so long to repair?
• Semis, autos, lumber, …
• US expenditure on durables remains
strong: 12% above trend (in real terms)
• COVID surge in China
• Ukraine War

Source: NY Fed. Index includes shipping rates, airfreight costs, delivery times, backlogs
and inventories

Shanghai freight index: Remains elevated
China’s exports up 21% yoy

Currently boosting core PCE by ~ 150 bps
• Absent additional shocks, should no longer
be a factor by end-2022
Fed can only help indirectly
• By curtailing demand

Source: Bloomberg
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M-T Reflationary Outlook: Deglobalization, Demographics, Decarbonization
Have the 3Ds precipitated an upside break-out
from the 10Y’s four-decade downward trend?

Globalization’s 4th dagger
1) China 2025 & Common Prosperity
2) Populists (e.g., Brexit)
3) COVID
4) Russia’s invasion
Reshoring: Semis, energy, APIs, …
The multilateral, rules-based system
• Atrophying since 2008
• Negative for growth & margins

Source: Bloomberg, NBER

Globalization peaked in 2008

Impact of full decoupling on GDP
• Substantial welfare decreases
• Median welfare loss: -4% in Western bloc
-10% in Eastern bloc
Source: “The Impact of Geopolitical Conflicts on Trade, Growth and
Innovation,” by E. Bekkers (WTO) & C. Goes (UCSD), March 2022

Source: Bloomberg, NBER
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The Second Reflationary 3D: Deteriorating Demographics
Annual change in US population (%)
Lowest since the country’s founding

Fewer workers, more wage pressure
• Increased bargaining power
• The good news: US demographic outlook is
much better than China’s & EU’s
• The bad news: It only gets worse from here

Source: Census.gov

US Immigration by year (mn)

US dependency ratio (%)
Fewer youth, more than offset by aging

Declined started in 2017, accelerated by COVID

Source: Census.gov

Source: World Bank. Note: Dependency ratios measure the # of dependents
aged 0-14 and 65+, compared with the total population aged 15-64
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Greenflation: Four Reasons the Transition Means Higher Inflation
Global energy capex: To double by 2030
• Energy capex: Under-investing since 2014
o Electricity generation & infrastructure
• Average capex intensity of low carbon energy
is 2x that of hydrocarbons
Estimated annual global capital investment
required to reach NZE by 2050 (USD bn)

Increase in demand for commodities
• Demand for lithium (batteries) this decade
expected to exhibit CAGR of 21%
• Demand for nickel (batteries, fuel cells,
turbines) to grow even more quickly
• Prices of “green metals” already up 3x
Global demand for select green metals
(log scale, index: 2011=100)

Source: U.S. EIA, Bloomberg. NZE: Net zero emissions

Source: Bloomberg BNEF, U.S. EIA, IEA,
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Greenflation: The Energy Transition Will Prove Inflationary
Green Premiums: The extra cost of choosing a
clean tech over a traditional one
• Eliminate Green Premiums: Make green tech
cheaper (innovation & scale) or fossil fuels more
expensive (via carbon taxes or regulations)
o Will take decades
Select examples of Green Premiums (%)

Carbon pricing: Pivotal to NZE
• Politically challenging in US
• Implies more command-and-control
regulation: Much less efficient & results in
markedly higher energy prices
Carbon pricing:
Economists actually agree on something
Survey question:
Sound policy would involve increasing
significantly the currently near-zero price of
emissions of CO2 & other greenhouse gases.”

Source: Breakthroughenergy.org, "How to Avoid a Climate Disaster: The Solutions
We Have and the Breakthroughs We Need," Bill Gates, 2021, and "Speed and
Scale: An Action Plan for Solving our Climate Crisis Now," John Doerr, 2021.

Source: University of Chicago, Panel of Economic Experts,
www.igmchicago.org/surveys/pricing-emissions, 2021
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The Handoff From Brown to Green Energy Will be Messy
Global energy supply (share, %):
60 years from beginning of mass adoption
History suggests the renewables timeline most
people have in mind is far too optimistic

Source: “Energy Transitions,” Vaclav Smil & “How to Avoid a Climate Disaster,” Bill Gates

Energy transitions: Always take a long time
• Green capex: Not ramping up quickly enough
• Half the technologies needed to achieve NZE
by 2050 don’t yet exist on a commercial basis
• Enormously outdated laws & regulations
• A disorderly handover: Implies periodic supply
shortages & even more volatile energy prices

Lithium-Ion Battery Price (USD kWh):
Plunged 90% last decade, with more to come

The good news: Innovation & scale
• Plummeting battery prices
• Photovoltaic cells: Have fallen by 20% with
every doubling of shipments
• Green tech innovations: Cambrian explosion
o But the world of ‘atoms’ is tougher to
scale than that of ‘bits’
Source: Bloomberg, BNEF
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The Fed: A Narrow Path to a Soft Landing
A stressful 2022 for the Fed
300 bps of hikes,
then cuts in 2H 2023

The new Fed: Humble & nimble
• Over last 40 years, markets typically priced
in more hiking than actually occurred
• However, since WWII, when starting point is
high inflation, tails on both sides are huge

Source: Bloomberg, FRB, NBER

Market pricing: # of hikes by end-2022

Loosest FFR ever: Relative to Taylor rule

Six months ago, market only expected 2 hikes in 2022

Source: Bloomberg

Source: Bloomberg, NBER
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Economists Have Forecasted Nine of the Last Six Recessions
Errors of omission & errors of commission

Don’t foam the runway just yet
• Recessions often follow hiking cycles
o Exception: 1994-95
o Lags: Long & variable (mean: 14M)
• Average time from inversion to recession:
12-18 months
• Best sectors post-inversion usually include
HLTH, UTIL & TELS
o Quality tech could also perform well

Source: Bloomberg, FRB, NBER

Consumer expectations: Have collapsed

Source: Bloomberg, Conference Board, NBER

Inversions: A poor trading signal

Source: Bloomberg, FRB, NBER
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SPX Typically Produces Positive Returns During Fed Cycles
During most hiking cycles,
the SPX exhibits muted returns

Source: Bloomberg, FRB, NBER

SPX returns in the 3M or 6M
after the 1st hike can be choppy

The first 3-mo of the hiking cycle
• Small negative returns during 5 of the last 8
tightening cycles
o PE multiple fell by 1 ppt on ave
During volatile markets: Is especially critical that
investors stay focused on companies with
attractive ROICs & sustainable FCF growth
Source: Bloomberg, FRB, NBER
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Equity Multiples: Choppy During Tightening Cycles & Recessions
SPX Forward PE (index):
Median over last 5 tightening cycles
Multiples typically do not
expand during hiking cycles

1st hike of cycle
months
Source: Bloomberg, FRB

Which sectors usually outperform during
recessions?
• CONS, HLTH, UTIL, TELS
o Quality Tech could also do well

If a recession occurs, 80% of SPX decline is
routinely accounted for by a lower PE multiple
PE multiples decline by 6 on average (e.g., from 20x to 14x)

Source: Bloomberg, FRB, NBER
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Equity Market: Fairly-Valued, But Risks are Prominent
SPX: EPS with consensus forecasts
Consensus
2022: 8%
2023: 5%

Valuations appear fair, provided:
• Bond yields don’t soar further
• FCF growth meets expectations
• Fed navigates a soft landing
Further, with higher rates, something usually
breaks: Crypto, SPACs, negative FCF tech, …

Source: Bloomberg, NBER

FCF yield (less 10Y yield): Close to 25Y mean

Source: Bloomberg, NBER, Epoch Investment Partners
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Investment Conclusions: The Fed’s Narrow Path to a Soft Landing
1. The Fed’s Newly Hawkish Tone: Moving Quickly to a Neutral Stance
a) S-T inflation outlook: Driven by wages, housing, energy & supply constraints
•
But the Fed’s actions will have little impact on the 2022 inflation trajectory
b) M-T reflationary outlook: Deglobalization, demographics & decarbonization
•
Over the medium-term, they are likely to overwhelm the deflationary impact of tech
2. A Short & Shallow Recession? Don’t Foam the Runway Just Yet
a) Three signals: Yield curve, consumer expectations & history of Fed cycles
•
But their forecasting record is imperfect: And lags are long & variable (up to 3Y)
b) SPX has produced positive returns during each of the last seven hiking cycles
•
Although returns can be volatile: Especially in the first 3 to 6 months
3. Equity Market Outlook: The End of Multiple Expansion
a) Fat & flat returns: As markets digest Fed hikes and recession risks
•
Equity multiples: Choppy and no longer expanding
b) Market valuations are fair: Key risks include higher rates & disappointing FCF
•
Also, with rising rates, something usually breaks
During such volatile markets: It is particularly critical to favor companies with a demonstrated ability to
deliver a ROIC above their WACC
•
We also look for companies with a record of generating FCF on a sustainable basis
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Epoch Thought Leadership
RECENT PUBLICATIONS AND WHITE PAPERS
Podcast – Actively Speaking
Our latest releases:
March 1, 2022
Inflation’s Micro Impacts: Different Vectors for
Different Sectors
Dec. 13, 2021
China: What is Common Prosperity?

Greenflation: The Energy
Transition Will Prove Inflationary

The transition to net-zero emissions (NZE) involves
a fundamental change in the structure of the
economy, and will be messy, implying periodic
supply shortages and even more volatile energy
prices. Further, inflation and nominal interest rates
will probably be higher and more volatile, especially
relative to the levels of the last two decades. This
has not yet been priced into markets.

America’s Risky Experiment: Will the
Inflation Genie Escape?

Inflation risks are at a four-decade high due to
today’s combination of a generous Treasury, an
overly tolerant Fed, and a reopening economy.
Investors should brace themselves for more
inflation scares, which will likely remain a key driver
of equity markets well into 2022.

China’s “Common Prosperity”: What
Does it Mean for Investors?

China has launched a new policy framework,
“Common Prosperity,” which escalates government
steerage of the economy and features two critical
initiatives: First, Beijing is taking action to tame the
country’s real estate obsession. Second, it has
targeted a wide range of tech-related sectors. We
examine the implications for investors.

The Pandemic Accelerant Part II:
Turbo-Charging the Digital Economy

The recent surge in start-ups and unicorns reflects
the broadening of the digital revolution across
industries. Although the digitization of the economy
is still in early earnings, we expect digital platforms
to represent the majority of market cap by 2025,
with tech, health care and communications the
most promising sectors.

The P/E Ratio: A User’s Manual

Does a stock’s price and its P/E ratio tell you how
much a company is worth? Conventional wisdom
says yet, but we think otherwise. In this paper we
explore: The theory behind the DCF valuation model
and the underappreciated role ROIC plays in the
model; The P/E ratio and find that it does not tell us
what most people think it does; and How we better
deconstruct P/E ratios in the real world to better
understand what they do tell us.
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